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Unfinished Places: The Politics of (Re)making Cairo’s Old Quarters

2016-11-10

the emerging politics of re making cairo s old quarters examines postcolonial planning practices that

aimed to modernise cairo s urban spaces the author examines the expanding field of postcolonial

urbanism by linking the state s political ideologies and systems of governance with methods of spatial

representations that aimed to transform the urban realm in cairo adopting an interdisciplinary approach the

study draws on planning history and politics to develop a distinctive account of postcolonial planning in

cairo following egypt s 1952 revolution the book widely connects the ideological role of a different type of

politicised urbanism practised during the days of nasser sadat and mubarak and the overarching policies

institutions and attitudes involved in the visions for re building a new nation in egypt by examining the

notion of remaking urban spaces the study interprets the ambitions and powers of state policies for

improving the spatial qualities of cairo s old districts since the early 20th century these acts are situated in

their spatial political and historical contexts of cairo s heterogeneous old quarters and urban spaces

particularly the remaking of one of the city s older quarts named bulaq abul ela established during the

ottoman rule in the thirteenth century it therefore writes in a chronological sequence a narrative through

time and space connecting various layers of historical and contemporary political phases for remaking

bulaq the endeavor is to explain this process from a spatial perspective in terms of the implications and

consequences not only on places but also on the people s everyday practices by deeply investigating the

problems and consequences the strengths and weaknesses and the state s reliability to achieve the

remaking objectives the book reveals evidence that shifting forms of governance had anchored planning

practices into a narrow path of creativity and responsive planning

National Park Service Guide to the Historic Places of the American

Revolution 1974

a diverse set of place makers describe how they transformed contested or empty spaces into vibrant and

functional places spanning four countries and ten u s locales these projects range from building affordable

housing to community building in the aftermath of racial violence to the integration of the arts in

community development by recounting how they built trust diagnosed local problems and convened

stakeholders to invent solutions place makers offer pragmatic instructive strategies to employ in other

communities

The Lisbon Guide ... with Notices of the Chief Places of Interest in

Portuguese Estremadura. Second Edition 1853

jesus said blessed are the peacemakers but in our increasingly polarized communities and nation where

can a person of faith begin in reconciling places pastor and scholar paul hoffman introduces laypeople



and ministry leaders to a theology of reconciliation that equips christians to act as reconcilers and bridge

builders wherever they are and whatever issues divide their communities

How Spaces Become Places 2021-10-12

get back to nature and explore sites unspoilt by humankind with the latest addition to the inspired traveller

s guide series we humans don t just love wild places we need them we need their scale their breath their

drama and enigma wild places can be a balm and a solace an escape or a returning a best friend an

inner cleanse and they can remind us of our unimportance in the world travel writer sarah baxter presents

25 untameable natural wonders that reveal the curious story of our wild planet and why we need to

protect it despite all the advances of human civilisation we ve yet to come up with anything to rival the

majesty of lapland s snow capped mountain summits the haunting song of humpback whales in a

namibian paradise or the epic sculptural forms of utah s vast canyonlands escape to each of these

unforgettable sites and more with wild places an insightful and stunningly illustrated guide to all mother

nature has to offer discover spectacular and little known gems with visits to great dismal swamp usa

canyonlands usa great bear rainforest canada cenotes mexico galápagos islands ecuador kaieteur falls

guyana south georgia atlantic ocean ennerdale england strumble head wales st kilda scotland camargue

france sápmi lapland sweden green belt germany wadden sea netherlands stromboli italy las medulas

spain coa valley portugal skeleton coast namibia erg chigaga morocco kinabatangan malaysia mount

siguniang china raja ampat indonesia gangkar puensum bhutan wilpena pound australia wahipounamu

new zealand this is the perfect title for anyone who is fascinated by the marvels of the natural world for

more wanderlust filled adventures discover and collect the complete inspired traveller s guide series

artistic places spiritual places literary places hidden places and mystical places

Reconciling Places 2020-08-12

places that matter asks the reader to identify a place that matters in their life their home a place of

worship a park or some other site that acts as an emotional and physical anchor and connects them to a

neighborhood then readers are asked in what ways do i currently support or fail to support that

neighborhood should support be increased if so in what ways joan ferrante guides students through a

learning experience that engages qualitative and quantitative research and culminates in writing a

meaningful plan of action or research brief students are introduced to basic concepts of research and are

exposed to the experiences of gathering and drawing on data related to something immediate and

personal the class tested exercises are perfect for courses that emphasize action based research and

social responsibility the book s overarching goal is to help students assess their neighborhood s needs

and strengths and then create a concrete plan that supports that neighborhood and promotes its

prosperity accompanying the book is a facilitator s companion website to guide action based research

experiences which includes rubrics that are aligned to common learning objectives and are also designed

to make tracking and reporting easier



A Dictionary, Geographical, Statistical and Historical of the Various

Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects in the World 1854

south yorkshire and the north midlands have long been ignored or marginalized in narratives of british

prehistory in this book unpublished data is used for the first time in a work of synthesis to reconstruct the

prehistory of the earliest communities across the river don drainage basin

United States Census of Population, 1950 1953

the social connotation of jazz in american popular culture has shifted dramatically since its emergence in

the early twentieth century once considered youthful and even rebellious jazz music is now a firmly

established american artistic tradition as jazz in american life has shifted so too has the kind of venue in

which it is performed in jazz places kimberly hannon teal traces the history of jazz performance from

private jazz clubs to public high art venues often associated with charitable institutions as live jazz

performance has become more closely tied to nonprofit institutions the music s heritage has become

increasingly important serving as a means of defining jazz as a social good worthy of charitable support

though different jazz spaces present jazz and its heritage in various and sometimes conflicting terms ties

between the music and the past play an important role in defining the value of present day music in a

diverse range of jazz venues from the village vanguard in new york to sfjazz on the west coast to

preservation hall in new orleans

Wild Places 2022-05-03

by offering an understanding of geographic information systems within the social economic legal political

and ethical contexts within which they exist the author shows that there are substantial limits to their

ability to represent the very objects and relationships people and places that many believe to be most

important focusing on the ramifications of gis usage digital places shows that they are associated with far

reaching changes in the institutions in which they exist and in the lives of those they touch in the end they

call for a complete rethinking of basic ideas like privacy and intellectual property and the nature of

scientific practice that have underpinned public life for the last one hundred years

Statutory Instruments Other Than Those of a Local, Personal Or

Temporary Character 1909

bringing together a range of case studies from ireland scotland sweden germany norway poland italy

portugal spain and greece this book compares and contrasts different models of food re localization the

richness and complexity of the international case studies provide a broad understanding of the

characteristics of the re localization movement while the analysis of knowledge forms and dynamics

provides an innovative new theoretical approach each of the national teams work on the basis of an



agreed common framework resulting in a strongly coherent and comprehensive continental overview this

shows how the actors involved are pursuing their objectives in different regional and national contexts re

embedding socially and ecologically the relation between food production consumption and places

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents,

1789-1897: 1881-1889 1898

this volume examines the rebuilding of cities and their environs after a disaster and focuses on four major

issues making cities less vulnerable to disaster reestablishing economic viability responding to the

permanent needs of the displaced and recreating a sense of place

Places That Matter 2018-07-24

this book is the first english edition of a major critique of organized religion a rational plea for tolerance

and free thought adriaan koerbagh s a light shining in dark places 1668 demolishes the authority of the

christian revelation and the churches

Remembered Places, Forgotten Pasts 2017-10-31

this unique work opens a field of inquiry around place based critiques of global capital as it focuses on the

interactions between local issues and international financial flows framing their discussions around the

concept of place based imagination the contributors examine such cases as indigenous movements

against land degradation ethnic pluralism and union organizing ethnic diversity and the challenges of state

and capital to cultural identity and women s networks through non governmental organizations this

ambitious study will be an invaluable resource and launching point for scholars and students in ethnic and

identity studies and will interest all readers exploring the production of place and identification

Jazz Places 2021-06-15

pumiao 1 the subject matter urban public places 2 the location asia pacific region 3 the purpose of the

book for the makers of public places 4 the three perspectives of the book description criticism and

intervention 5 perspective one characteristics of asia pacific cities and their public places 1 high

population density 2 large cities 3 mixed uses 4 government centered and pro development culture 5 the

east versus west bipolarity 6 small amount of public space 7 absence of large nodes and overall structure

in public space 8 intensive use of public space 9 ambiguous boundary between the public and the private

summaries of chapters 1 5 6 perspective two current issues and debates 1 identity formal identity

functional identity 2 sustainability high tech versus low tech high density versus low density 3 equality

equal participation equal accessibility summaries of chapters 6 9 7 perspective three major trends in

design and theory 1 the grey relationship between the public and the private 2 the transformation of

traditional typology 3 indigenous decoration color and material in new applications 4 the tropical public



place summaries of chapters 10 17 8 conclusion pu miao ed public places in asia pacific cities 1 45 2001

kluwer academic publishers 2 p miao 1 the subject matter urban public places a visitor to kuala lumpur

will hardly forget the experience of strolling among the fragrant fruits sold under the overhang of the five

foot walkway during a tropical downfall

Digital Places 2008-01-28

the central claim developed in this book is that disciplinary international relations ir is identifiable as both

an advanced colonial practice and a postcolonial subject the starting problematic here issues from

disciplinary ir s relative dearth of attention to indigenous peoples their knowledges and the distinctive

ways of knowing that underwrite them the book begins by exploring how ir has internalized many of the

enabling narratives of colonialism in the americas evinced most tellingly in its failure to take notice of

indigenous peoples more fundamentally ir is read as a conduit for what the author terms the

hegemonologue of the dominating society a knowing hegemonic western voice that owing to its

universalist pretensions speaks its knowledge to the exclusion of all others

The Principall Passages of Germany, Italy, France, and Other Places for

These Last Sixe Moneths Past, Historically Reduced to Time, Place,

and Action, Till the End of the Yeare 1636 ... All Faithfully Taken Out

of Good Originals by an English Mercury. [The Address “To the

Readers” Signed: N. C.] (The Continuation of the Actions, Passages,

and Occurences ... in the Upper Germanie, Etc.-Diatelesma. The

Moderne History of the World, Etc.-Diatelesma. The Second Part of the

Modern History of the World, Etc.-Diatelesma: the Fifth Part Or

Number. Comprehending the Principall Actions of Germany, France,

Spaine, and the Neatherlands, Etc.). 1636

the last of lawrence s travel books etruscan places is an ephemeral and vivid account replete with

hauntingly evocative descriptions of the way of life of this once great civilisation the etruscan civilisation

which flourished from the 8th until the 5th century bc in what is now tuscany is one of the most fascinating

and mysterious in history an uninhibited elemental people the etruscans enthralled d h lawrence who

craved their old wisdom the secret of their vivacity and love of life to him they represented the antithesis

of everything he despised in the modern world perhaps because their spontaneity and naturalness struck

a chord with his own quest for personal and artistic freedom so often censured or repressed lawrence

approaches the enigmatic etruscans as a poet passionately and searchingly and so the reader is swept



up in his luminous descriptions of a utopian world where dancing and feasting art and music were

everything the exhilaration of lawrence in his etruscan adventures stands in stark contrast to his

intimations of the darkness of mussolini s italy at a time when europe was beginning its inexorable drift

towards tragedy

A Practical Treatise on Coal Mining 1888

established in 1911 the rotarian is the official magazine of rotary international and is circulated worldwide

each issue contains feature articles columns and departments about or of interest to rotarians seventeen

nobel prize winners and 19 pulitzer prize winners from mahatma ghandi to kurt vonnegut jr have written

for the magazine

Popular Mechanics Magazine 1919

the core of the book revolves around the shifting nature of ontario s political landscape in many ways this

is a story of successive governments ambitious politicians diligent bureaucrats and endless library reports

straddling the decades their aim appears to have been making even better a system that despite

weaknesses was clearly the best in canada three distinctive trends emerged in ontario librarianship after

the 1930s first a growing sense of professionalism in librarianship second an enhanced sense of

belonging to a pan canadian library movement that in 1946 would result in the formation of the canadian

library association and third a heightened awareness of the competing demands of high culture and

popular culture public libraries became an important vehicle for promoting community albeit with

competing visions of space and place as canada generally and ontario specifically experienced post world

war ii immigration and the baby boom as libraries approached the 21st century the concerns of digital

formats and the all encompassing internet intertwined to alter the book centric bricks and mortar world of

libraries nonetheless public libraries were well placed to survive this new threat just as they had with the

challenges of radio television and telecommunication challenges in the 20th century

Guideline, Codes for Named Populated Places, Primary County

Divisions, and Other Locational Entities of the United States 1982

the author of the bestselling fifty places series returns with a collection of the most meditative and relaxing

locales for every type of yoga practice fifty places to practice yoga before you die is the seventeenth entry

in chris santella s bestselling fifty places series the book shares yogis recommendations for the best and

most beautiful places to do yoga as well as tips for how to plan the trip it covers a variety of venues

around the world that cater to many different classes and styles of yoga including anusara ashtanga

bikram hot yoga iyengar restorative and vinyasa the following breathtaking diverse locales are explored

throughout haines alaska lake louise alberta antarctic peninsula antarctica sedona arizona melbourne

australia uluru australia austria st anton nassau bahamas paro bhutan welgevonden game reserve tuli



reserve botswana salt spring island british columbia joshua tree california los angeles california ojai

california san francisco california watsonville california siem reap cambodia torres del paine chile denver

colorado nosara costa rica malta europe islamorada florida lake atilan guatemala kapaau hawaii maui

hawaii goa india mysore mysuru india pune india rishikesh india bali indonesia val de chio italy boston

massachusetts stockbridge massachusetts tulum mexico helena montana taghazout morocco bagan

myanmar pokhara nepal glenorchy new zealand popoyo nicaragua valdres norway palmer rapids ontario

john day river oregon oregon city oregon the sacred valley peru siargao philippines olhão portugal

unawatuna sri lanka kho phangan thailand london united kingdom

Naming Food After Places 2012-11-28

for many decades courageous men and women have ventured to our planet s foreboding icy regions

these brave explorers risk life and limb in the name of science or for the thrill of adventure who are these

thrill seekers and why do they do it turn the pages to find out

Rebuilding Urban Places After Disaster 2006

Adriaan Koerbagh, A Light Shining in Dark Places, to Illuminate the

Main Questions of Theology and Religion 2011-11-11

Post and Telegraph Guide 1926

Places and Politics in an Age of Globalization 2001-02-07

Public Places in Asia Pacific Cities 2001-08-31

International Relations in Uncommon Places 2005-06-10
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